
The urban nursery school
From childcare centre to place of development

Building for children has once again become a hot topic for 
architects, particularly with the recent announcement of the 
‘Gute-Kita-Gesetz’, a new law in Germany aimed at improving 
the availability and quality of nursery schools. According to 
the German government’s estimations, there is currently a 
shortage of carers and built space for almost 300,000 children 
in the country. In recent years, no other building typology has 
changed and evolved more rapidly than educational facilities 
for children. Architectural solutions must go far beyond the 
structural aspects of the respective building: they must also 
ensure flexibility, safety, and accessibility and account for the 
current technical, ecological, and energy standards. 
This seminar explores nursery schools and childcare facili-
ties from an architectural perspective. The aim is to provide a 
cultural-historical account of the development of educational 
buildings for children, to define design tasks, and to formula-
te quality standards. Students will develop, through guided 
research, planning parameters as well as models for organi-
sing space. They will then implement and present these para-
meters and models in a design of their own.

 
This course will be taught by Prof. Dr. Natascha Meuser in  
collaboration with architect Kai Korn (Managing Director of 
FRÖBEL*).

*FRÖBEL is Germany’s largest national non-profit organisa-
tion funding childcare centres and nursery schools.
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LHM Kindergarten / Moriyuki Ochiai Architects.
Source: Atsushi Ishida

Friedrich Fröbel: »Play is the highest expression of human development in childhood.«
Kindergarten in Los Angeles, circa 1900.
Source: Fröbel Foundation

Agenda
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Curriculum
The central aim of the course is for students to learn how to 
independently gain a deep understanding of a problem area, 
formulate the problem based on thorough research, and 
to develop an individual, interdisciplinary, and methodical 
design solution.

Lectures (2 contact hours) and practice (6 contact hours) 
Credits: 10
Assessment: presentation and colloquium

Student Tasks
• Definition of the design task  (10 %)
• Formulation of quality standards (10 %) 
• Development of organisational models (10 %) 
• Formulation of 10 planning parameters (20 %)
• Creation of a design – plan and images (50 %)

Please name your files in the following format:
Folder: KITA_Surname
Files: KITA_Surname_Description.pdf

Assessment Criteria
1. Individual learning success (20 %)
2. Engagement / attendance (20 %)
3. Research results (20 %)
4. Working sheets / presentation (40 %)

Students must pass all assessments in order to successfully 
complete the course.

Course Start Date
10 October 2018
2:30 pm
Building 08, Room 1.54 

Inspection of the Site
17 October 2018
Departure: 9:05 am (Dessau Hbf, Gleis 6, RE)
Arrival: 10:52 am (Berlin Alexanderplatz)

Reading List
(Handset in the Bauhaus Library)

Meuser, Natascha: Schulbauten. Handbuch und 
 Planungshilfe, Berlin 2015.

Schittich, Christian: Bauen für Kinder. Best of Detail, 
Munich 2016.

Brosterman, Norman: Inventing Kindergarten, 1997.

Rühm, Bettina: Neue Kindergärten, Krippen, Horte,  
München 2016.

Websites
Current documents and instructions at:
http://www.nataschameuser.com
https://www.froebel-gruppe.de
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